
Superhero or
Champion?

How is a beaver different
from a snake? How does a
plant make its own food?

Become a herbal superhero or
an adaptation champion as
you explore either our local

animals OR plants!

Just Keep swimming!

Dive in and learn about where
the water you use every day

comes from, where it goes after
you’re done using it and how it
all works together in the water

cycle through games and
experiments!

Puddles and Pollywogs Natural Curiosity Can You Dig it?*

Dig in and discover what soil is
made of. Through hands-on

learning, investigate the
properties of soil and grow

your understanding of how to
manage soil in our watershed

and in our daily lives.

Animal Adventures River Safety** Living World Walk

CCA, MDCA & RGCA CCA, MDCA & RGCA

CCA, MDCA, RGCA CCA, MDCA, RGCA

Jump and splash in our rivers
or streams as we explore what

exactly is living in our
waterways. Use inquiry skills
to identify these prehistoric

critters and their importance
to our watershed. Sharing

circle, a story and even
participate in fun games!

Grow and develop your
students' curiosity through

inquiry-based learning. Contact
Education Staff to discuss a
theme that aligns with and
extends current learning.

Life cycles, adaptations and
unique characteristics of our
local animals are discovered

during this program filled with
games, stories and hands-on

learning. 

Put your knowledge to the
test while completing river

safety missions and quests to
explore the importance of

water safety and how to stay
safe around water.

Explore your local conservation
area for a sensory hike that

explores seasonal changes and
the effects it has on our local

habitats. Join us for a
scavenger hunt and

mindfulness to see how our
world comes alive.

CCA, MDCA

CCA, MDCA & RGCA

FEES!
FIELD TRIP FEES (HST incl.)

 $7.65/student for one 2 hour program 
$14.25/student for two 2 hour programs

IN SCHOOL FEES (HST incl.) 
Schools in the ABCA Watershed: 

$120 per program 
OR 

$350 for full day (up to 4 programs)
 

Schools outside of ABCA: 
$450 for full day (up to 4 programs)

VIRTUAL FEES (HST incl.) 
 Virtual programs are sponsored by

NextEra Energy and Cordelio Power for
ABCA Watershed Schools only. 

$100 for schools outside the ABCA
watershed.

Virtual

Field Trip 

SchoolYard

In Classroom

Location Codes: 
CCA - Clinton Conservation Area

MDCA - Morrison Dam Conservation Area
RGCA - Rock Glen Conservation Area

*These programs are sponsored by NextEra Energy Canada LP. and Cordelio
Power to the benefit of ABCA Watershed Schools

**The River Safety program is sponsored by the member municipalities of
the ABCA for watershed schools.

Busing rebates are available to ABCA watershed schools
thanks to NextEra Energy Canada LP. & Cordelio Power.

Cassie Greidanus
Conservation Education Coordinator
cgreidanus@abca.ca
519-235-2610 ext. 262
Toll-free - 1-888-286-2610

CCA, MDCA & RGCA

Ausable Bayfield Conservation Authority
FDK/Primary education Programs - Fall 2023

Gr. 3 - Soils in the Environment

Gr. 1 - Daily and Seasonal Changes

Gr. 2 & 3 - Growth and Changes in
Animals/Plants

Gr. 2- Air and Water in the Environment

Gr 1. - Needs and Characteristics of
Living Things


